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Abstract: After the Holocaust, Jewish survivors in Europe were confronted to the difficult question 

of  reconstruction in the midst of war-torn Europe. Facing postwar antisemitism and the rise of 

Communism in Poland, waves of Jewish refugees moved westwards in search for a place to start a 

new life. Among them, Bundists and Left Zionists of the Linke Poale Zion, assisted by the 

American Jewish Labor Committee (JLC), migrated to Western Europe, particularly to Paris, which 

was often the first stop on their way to further destinations overseas.  

 

Created in New York  in 1934 by Russian born Yiddish-speaking Socialists, the JLC was an anti-

Nazi defense organization which also developed a relief program to Europe after World War II. In 

Paris, the JLC developed a long-term program for a social, political and cultural Jewish 

reconstruction which relied on a network of mutual aid societies of Yiddish socialist orientation, 

most notably on the Bundist oriented Arbeter Ring (Workmen's Circle).  
 

As a European center for Jewish migration and the European capital with the largest postwar Jewish 
population, Paris was a central venue for concentrated efforts at Jewish reconstruction. Taking the 

French context as a case study, my research examines the JLC's Yiddish and Socialist approach in 
that field. In particular, I ask what political and cultural responses did their program offer to Jewish 

postwar displacement? What impact did the change of cultural context, given these Jewish refugees' 
new residence in France, far removed from their native Poland and also placed at a distance from 

the creation of the state of Israel, have on their Bundist ideology? Based on the analysis of 

correspondence between Paris and New York from 1945 to 1948, this work presents the dilemmas 

of rebuilding a Yiddish Socialist oriented Jewish life in postwar France. It thus develops the 

question of the relevance, possibilities and difficulties for Yiddish politics and Yiddish culture in the 

French context of the early Cold War period. 

 

 

 

 

 

 


